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The mechanisms involved in the Altarelli-Parisi integro-differential equations
are clearly exhibited. New expressions for the Altarelli-Parisi transition probabilities are obtained. All the logrithmic exponents are then reproduced naturally without any regularization. The number of valence quarks and the proton’s momentum are automatically comserved. The conditions for probability
conservation are also discussed in detail, which restrict the choice of regularisa-

tion of Altarelli and Parisi.
1. INTRODUCTION
LTARBLLI and Parisi have proposed a very simple way to formulate the Qe dependence of
A quark and gluon number densities inside the proton within the framework of quantum chromodynamics. In their formalism, they first proposed a transition probabilily density from the parton
A to parton B, then wrote down the Altarelli-Parisi integro-differential equations. In determining
the variation part of the transition probability, which is denoted by (cer(t)/2x)PgA(z) in our notation
with 2 equal to the momentum ratio of the final parton B to the initial parton A, they regularize
the l/l-z, artificially, add 6(1--2) term in PJ&z) and P&(Z), and use the contraints imposed by the
conservation of the valenc quark and the conservation of the proton momentum. They when show
that the moment of their PLA are just the logrithmic exponents (anomalous dimensions) derived by
Georgi and Politzer(z) and by Gross and Wilczek(s). But we see that their way of determining PL,
is unnatural since (1) the variation mechanism is not clearly exhibited. (2) they regularize l/l-z
but not l/z. (3) 6(1-z) term is added by hand. (4) constraints are not automatically satisfied.
In the present paper, we demonstrate the variation mechanism clearly and thus obtain new
expressions for P,6 and Pd, in a natural way without any regularization. The above mentioned
constraints are then automatically satisfied and all anomalous dimensions are reproduced. We also
discuss the conditions for probability conservation in detail and find a new constraint on the choice
of regularization of Altarelli and Parisi. We also derive new expressions for AP,‘, and APL’, which
give the Qa evolution of the .parton polarization density which is defined as the’difference between
the parton number density with the positive helicity and that with ihe negative helicity.
In section 2, we present our formalism for both unpolarized and polarized partons. In section
3, we derive tha conditions for the probability conservation. In the last section, we summarize and
conclude our work.
2. FORMALISM AND THE LOGARITHMIC EXPONENTS
:e
;Ior
di(or

Following Altarelli and Parisi, we consider that the number of quarks and gluons ‘as seen by
the current changes by the following mechanisms: (1) A quark originally at higher momentum
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may lose momentum by radiating a gluon, (2) A gluon inside the proton may produce a quarkantiquark pair, and (3) A gluon may split into two gluons; We denote the transition probability
density per unit t at order a,(t) of a proton A into a proton 8 with fraction Z of the parent
momentum by emitting a parton c by PBA(Z) CZ,(~)/~Z (t=In QZ/Q& -Q” is the four momentum
square of the virtual photon, and Q,Z the suitable normalization point). We note that in our definition PBA(Z) is always positive definite even if A and B represent the same type of parton such as
Pf4 and Pac. According to the above mechanisms the rate of change of the number density of
quark with fraction t of the proton momentum with respect to t consists of three terms: (1)
quarks with momentum t are produced by quarks with higher momentum, which radiates a gluon.
(2) quarks with momentum a are produced by quark-antiquark creation of a gluon. (3) quarks
originally with momentum z change into a quark with less momentum by radiating a gluon.
Therefore the master equation is given accordingly as follows
&‘(s, 1)

““‘{J,
-dt- - -21.7

$-[q’@, [)&($) + G(Y, 9 P,Q

($) ] -#(r, t,s, dz p,,(Z)} 9

i
(1>

where qi and G are the number densities of .quark and gluon respectively and quarks are assumed
to be massless. The last term which is new, represents the removal of quarks originally with
momentum Z. The equation (1) may be rewritten as

The

c

rate of change of the non-singlet quark density defined by qLs(tt)-qi(xt)-qi(rt) is then given

by

_gqax,
dt

0

--2n J l
4t)

I

%Ers(u, t> Pi+) ,
y

pi&J-p,,(z)-S(l -Z) Jo1 dxt P&)sP,‘, (z)

(3)

from the above expression (3), we immediately obtain

Jo1

dz Pm(Z) = 0 .

Therefore the number of valence quarks is automatically conserved.
Similarly, the rate of change gluon number density with respect to t consists of four terms:
(1) gluons with momentum I are radiated by quarks. (2) gluons with momentum z are produced
by gluons. (3) gluons originally with momentum x split into two gluons and (4) gluons originally
with momentum 2 split into quark-antiquark pair. Therefore, the master equation for gluon number
density is given accordingly as follows

dG(x, t)
dt

% q’(u, t) pat ($-) + G(v, t) pm ($1
-~$?{s: $[i=,
-G(G of[J~1dzP,,(z)-I-2fSoldzP,,(~~]},

(4)

where f is the number of quark flavors. The last two terms which are new represent the removal
of gluons originally with momentum I, and the factor l/2 comes out because

4) [
2n

Jol” dz Pm(z) -i-f Jo1 dz p,,(z)]

represents the total transition probability density per unit t for a gluon splits into two gluons or
quark-antiquark pair- The equation (4) may be rewritten as

(5)

0
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We note that a(r)P&(Z)/Zn represents the contribution to the variation of the gluon number density
from the mechanisms undergone by gluons at t, and the expression in (5) clearly exhibits these
mechanisms. Momentum conservation in the vertices implies

p&J - Pff,( 1

-a ,

~,ff(Z)=~,ff(l--z),
Pffa(z)--P,,(1--),

(6)

which are valid for all Z including Z-l. The equation (6) then implies
jb’ dz Z p&Z) ==sb dz ( I- Z) P&q ,
.I
I o dz Z P,,(Z) - +j-’0 dz Pq&) ,

(7)
and equations (2), (4) and (7) immediately give

-$ Jo’ dz +, qyz, t)+G(r, t)] -0.

(8)

Therefore, the proton’s mometum is automatically conserved.
We define the logarithmic exponents as usual by
A.=_ 01 dz Z”-’ P(Z) .
s
Then the expression (3) immediately gives

J

AfS z 0L dz Z”-’ P&Z) - A:‘- A;#
Since

(9)

.

(10)

n--l
&=. &zO ( - )h W1 &:I .
as implied by the equation (6), we have
n-1
The A:# term disappears automatically in the left hand side of the equation (11) because Ap-AEP
as implied by the equation (6). The expression (5) gives immediately the following expression
_&GO=
. - so‘d zZ”- ~PG,(Z)-A~+A~~-fA~Q.

(12)

Altarelli and Parisi have derived the following expressions

(13)

where C,(R)-(W- 1)/2N with N as the number of colors. We note that the expression (13) is now
valid for all Z including Z-1, where simple poles exist for Pqp and PGG. The expression (13) is
then used to calculate the logarithmic exponents. We then have
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z-o ^ 1, n21

A:q--C,(R)[+& +2$3+2 1im’lnZ

1nZ

I3

_

n>l’

‘-

(14)
where C,(G)--N is the number of Color.

a

The expressions (10) and (12) then give

AY-W[-+-+&y-2$]

n2l

1

(15)

I ’ j 9’

where 2T(R)=-f is the number of flavors. We see that the results are identical to the results of
refs.(21J). As far as A:‘, there are no difference in calculation from that used by Altarelli and
Parisi.
For singlet quark density, defined by the sum of all quark and antiquark densities, the equation
is
dq”(z, t)
dt

(16)

as implied by the equation (2). Then from the -expressions (5) and (16), we have, as usual
-$(z)-$(;;:

(17)

z:)(;)*

where the moment of parton densities are defined by
.

M: $ dz Z”-’ q’(x, I),
etc.

For spin-dependent case, we denote, by 9:(z, f) the parton densities with helicity A- f in a
proton of positive helicity. The parity conservation implies that
PA+i3*(Z)
for

(18)

-p.A-Bdz)

any parton A and B. This in turn implies
,_
pd_li_+pph+z_.~pp;(B,.
pA+iT++pA:B+-

4

:

.:

.-

pi+'B+--i-B+- L(P~+B--F.4PB-)4AP.4B;

'

(19)

where pAB is the same one as that used before. -. Following -the’ aiguments presented in this note,
we write down the following equations
d9:(z, 0
dt

(

-t G_(y, t) Pa,a_ ($)I - G,(x, t)[ -;-Jo’ dz f’~B(Z)+fs,~

dz p,cdZ)] 9

(20)

where A- * is the helicity. Parity consevation implies that the sums q’(x, r)--q\(s, t)+q!_(x, r) and
G(r, r)=-G+(x, r)+G_(x, r) and the differences Aqi(x, r)A~\(x, I)-qL(x, I) and AG-G+(x, r)-GJx, I)
evolve separately. The evolution, of t h e ’ sums has been discussed before. The elolution’of the
.
.
:
differences is easily derived from the exp’ressidn (20) as follows
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dAq’(x, r)
44 $ [ bib, I) h&s (4) + AC&, r> Af’,, (-;) ] ,
-dr-- --p-J;
2n
dAG(x, t)
a(t)
’(u, t) APac (6) +AG(u, r) AP&(-;)I ,
dt---3? j’x dy[Aq
y
0

(21)

where

APNs(Z) - ap,,(Z) - s( 1 -Z&r dw P&I) ,
The expression (21) then gives

*9(x, 0

40

dt----.n ss’ +%(v, 0 ARw [$) .

(23)

Since, when quark masses are neglected, P,_,+ vanishes owing to helicity conservation, therefore Ppq
is equal to AP,, which then implies
@

AP_vs - PI?s

(24)

This immediately gives
,-NS z o1 dz Zn-’ ApNs - A,N~ .
I

(25)

J

It has been derived by Altarelli and Parisi that

P,+o+V) - C,(G) (I+ Z’)
Po_G+(z)

=

(-A- + &)

9

C,(G+.p .

(26)
~ . .

This then gives
AP,,(Z)-2C,(G)[&Z + l-221 .

(27)

8
which in turn implies
~~0~~~‘dzZ”-1AP~~=2C,(G)[~-~-~~~f-

lim InZ].

z-o

.

(28)

From the expressions (22), (14) and (28), tie‘obtain
;jlOO
I z sO1dzZ”-‘AP;o-;i;O-

; A~G-fAfO
(29)

@

The expressions (25) and (29) are just the results obtained by refs.(‘y’). Other logarithmic exponents
can be calculated in the same way as ?one by Altarelli and Parisi. Finally, we note that the
expression (21) immediately gives
(30)
where
M”_

lG”z

0’ dz Z”-’ Aq’(Z, r) ,
s

s,’

dz Z”-’ AG(Z, 1) .
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3. CONSERVATION OF PROBABILITY
The transition probability density up to the first order in a‘(f) from the parton i at scale 7O
to parton a at scale T with momentum fraction z of the initial parton i is
(31)
which is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1 (A).
the total transition probability is

If the initial paron is the quark 4,. T h e n

(32)
where gluon is excluded from the sum to avoid double counting. If the initial parton is the gluon
G. Then the total probability is
(33)

4

where f is the nnmber of quark flavours. In the expression (33), we sum over the final gluon and
quarks but not antiquarks to avoid double counting. The integration limit (l/2, 1) of the first term
‘
in the expression (33) is due to the fact that the Pea term in & contributes s1,1 dz PGQ(Z) to the
total probability and fo1 the remaining 6(1 -I) term, the integration limits (0.1) and (l/2, 1) give
the same result.
The expression (32) then implies

s,‘dz

P,gs)-0,

(34)

and the expression (33) implies
(35)
(
Therefore the expression (34) and (35) are the necessary an sufficient condions for the probability
to be conserved up to the first order in a,(r).
In order to discuss the conservation of probability to all order in a,(r), we denote D,,,i(z, T)
as the transition probability density to all order in a,(t), from the parton i at scale To to the
parton a at scale T with momentum fraction z of the initial parton i. Do,i(Z, T) is digrammatically

(0
Fig. I. Diagrammatical representations of (A) z., i(x, T), (B) Da, i(X, T), and ((3 00, I, icVt G 2%
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represented in the Fig. 1 (B) as in the reference(8), in which the authors use the Pi,, determined by
Altarelli and Parisi. We use the last equality in the Fig. 1 (B), which is suitable for the discussion
on the conservation of probability. The expression for Dn,;(z, T) is then
(36)
where the summation is over all partons. In order to write down the total transition probability,
we define Da,j,i(y, L, T) in the Fig. 1 (C) as the transition probability density for i(T,,) -+ j- u(T)
in which the intermediate parton j has a momentum fraction Z/ of the initial parton i and the final
parton a has a momentum fraction z of the intermediate parton j. The expression is then

,

Do,j,i(Y, Z, T)-6ji 6aj B(I-2')G(I-Z)+JT~df zT$Dj,i(U, f)Py,(Z).

(37)

The expressions (36) and (37) then imply
0

Do,i(X, T)-F Jo1 dg Jo1 Do,j,i(Ur zv T) 8~~z-z~) dz.

(38)

The total transition probability from the parton i at scale To to any parton at scale i” is then

1 - a;oJol dy Jo' dzDa,j,i(u,

Zv T)

jtf3

+Jk dz Jo1 du DG,G,~(Y,

Zv

‘I+? Jo1 dz Jo1 dy Dq,o,i(Yv Z, ~1,

(39)

where C, sums over quarks only i, e antiquarks and gluon are not included. This expression for
the total probability is obtained because the final step of transition j+ a(T) is a transition up to
the first order, in al(a) which implies that (1) if j+G, then we sum only a#G to avoid double
counting. (2) if j-a-G, we use integration limits (l/2, 1) to avoid double counting in Pea term.
(3) if j-G and a#G, we sum only quarks (or only antiquarks) to avoid double counting. By using
the expression (37), the expression (39) is reduced to the following form
@

jsGJI df q Jo1 dU Dj,i(Y, t> Joi dz Pad
aS(f> dY Da,i(U, a[ J,:2 dz P:,(z)+f
2n
JTO -Jy
T

*

+

df

Jo1 dz ~,o(z)]--0

(40)

which is satisfied if the expressions (34) and (35) are satisfied. Therefore we conclude that the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the probability to be conserved to any order are given by the
expression (34) and (35).
Our new expressions for P,‘, and P,$ satisfy the constraints (34) and (35). The original AltarelliParisi expressions also satisfy these contraints if one uses the following regularizationo)

Ji dzZ $J$$-==H(~)
@

ln (1 -s)+ Jy -&$ [zH(~/~)--HH(~)I ,

where H(z) is any function regular at the endpoints.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we demonstrate clearly the variation mechanisms involved in the AltarelliParisi integro-Differential equations, and thus obtain in a natural way new expressions for PLq, P&,
AP,l,, and LIP& which are given by the expressions (3), (5), and (22) respectively. Our new expressions have no regularization, and satisfy automatically the conservation of probability, the conservation of the valence quark and the conservation of the momentum, and reproduce all anomalous
(6) K. Konishi, A. Ukawa and G. Veneziano, Rutherford preprint RL-79-026. G. Veneziano, CERN preprint Ref. TH. 2691-CERN, 1979.
(7) Andrzej J. Buras, Rev. Mod. Phys 52 (1980) 199.
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(D)

iA
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iA

aX

a’ A

lZX

l

=

+ -_-

-I-

+

Ii2

nia K

Fig. 2. Helicity decompositions for (A) Pai, (B) P’ai, (C) Do, i (D) is the transition probability
density for i&“,) + au(T).
dimensions, while the Altarelli-Parisi expressions involve unnatural regularization in l/l-z which
the distribution in z, and use the conservation of the valence quark and the conservation of the
momentum as constraints. We also derive the necessary and sufficient conditions of probability
conservation. One of them (the condion (35)) is new and restricts the choice of regularization of
Altarelli and Parisi.
We note that our results may be summarized by the following expressions

4,,,,(t)-P,1,i,(~)-6,r,

sai

6(1 -2)

J6 dz PdZ),

i-qi

J,;2 ds pm(z) +f Jo1 dz ~qo(r>,

(41)
i - G

where I ’s are helicities and the Poi, Pi,, APoi and APi, are given by
Pa8(z)XX,t

pa,,i,(r) P

phli(x)3El’ k~lfi~(z) 9
A’, i(X)--P,+i+(z)-P,_;+(X)

9

A’~ i<z)-‘~ +,+<~)-‘~ _i+(z) *

(42)

The first two equalities in expression (42) are represented in Fig. 2 (A) and (B) respectively.
larily, we write the transition probability as
Do,i(z, J’)-EL~ Dol,,il(z, ‘) 9

Simi(43)

with

which are represented in Fig. 2 (C) and (D) respectively.
The parton number density with definite helicity, denoted by G;~(z, T), is then given by
(45)
which implies
(46)
The expressions (41) to (46) then reproduce all results presented in the -present paper.
Note added : After the finish of this paper, we have been called attention to the paper written
by J. Wesiek and K. Zalewski (Nucl. Phys. B 161 (1979) 294), in which the same P& and PLO (in
our notation) can be obtained.

